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1, Introduction 

The study of the hi~h-frequency secondary electron reso

nance discharge was. performed by V,I,Patzaev on the orbital 

station "Salyut" in June, 1971. 

The HF-secondary electron resonance discharge is the phy

sical process in which an oscillating space charge exists in 

the HF-electric field between electrodes due to a secondary 

electron emission from the surface of electrodes [1,2] • In 

the literature this process is also named "the secondary elec-

tron resonance breakdown", "the multipactor discharge", in this 

:paper the term "resonance discharge" is used for brevity. 

An avalanche-type resonance ~ischarge can arise in a 

vacuum when electrons happen to penetrate into. the space between 

electrodes. This phenomen was discovered in the 1940 in vacuum 

devices such as klystrons and charged particle accelerators. 

Main characteristics of the resonance discharge have been found 
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out for plane electrodes j.n a vacuum (1--4] • 
One can describe the phenomenon -in the followin~ simpli

fied way. If the HP-voltage is .applied to pl~e electrodes in· 

a vacuum (the'mean free path of electrons is ~ch longer than 

the distance between electrodes) then electrone between electro

des can gain the energy sufficient to ereate the secondar~ emis-

sion from the electrode surface. The process breaks into an 

avalanche under certain conditions .for tbe frequency and the 

ampli~ude of the HP-voltage and the distance between electrodes. 

As a resuit the electron de~sity between electrodes becomes con

siderable. A detailed consideration ot· .the resonance dischar~e 

mech~ism is ~ery complicated. 

It should be· noted that. the HP-voltage at which the dis

charge arises (the critical voltage) depends on the electrode 

material; the"state of the electrode surface and on the discharge 

duration. A voltage applied to electrodes simultaneously with 

the HP-voltage also affects the character of the disch~ge. In 

a vacuum it was possj.ble to supress the resonance discharge by 

means of increasing the de voltage. 

The results of la~orator,r investigations cave grounds to 

suggest that the resonance discharge can arise in systems with 

complicated configuration of electrodes, in particular on apace

craft aerials and that free electrons of medium must also a~fact - ---

the character of the discharge. One can e~p4txt-thaf-in . thi~ case 

the HF-power leases increase and ch-aracteristics of aerial sys-

tems worsen. However, the impossibility of an adequate simula-

tion of space condition and spacecraft motion effects in cround 

based vacuum chambers did no allow to make definite conclusions 

of the existence of such a process in case of the real flight 

in the space. 



The purpose o~ the inv·eatigation described in the present 

paper was an exper.imental detection and study o~ the resonance 

discharge during the ~li~ht of the spacecraft in the ionosphere 

and simultaneous measurement of the charged particle density. 

The measurement o~ the l%al charged particle density in the io

nosphere along the epacecraft orbit, which is necessary !or more 

comp+ete understanding of results of the resonance discharge in

veeti_gation is also interesting by itself. 

If such investigations were performed on ~he'unmanned 

spacecraft then because or lack of.the knowledge of the phenome

non parameters it would be necessary to use highly complicated 

automatic equipment. The possibility for the cosmonaut .tG take 

part manually in the experiment allowed to develop and to use 

the equipment and the experiment prosram which implied an active 

part-icipation of the investigator in measurements. The apparatus 

made it possible to charnge the regime of the experiment and 

to maintain a visual observations or some physical characteris

tics. The cosmonaut could change condition of the experiment 

depending on observed results. 

The main purpose of the first of measurements was to detect 

the resonance discharge and to reveal conditione ot _its existence. 

On the orbital station "Salyut" measurements were made by the 

cosmonaut V.I.Patsaev who eucceet'ully performed the first study 

of the resonance discharge in the ionosphere during the flight. 

2. Measuremen~s technique and apparatus 

2.1. The resonance discharge stud;y. The l'esonance die

charge was studied ~or electrodes of three types. Shapes o~ the 

electrodes were similar to that of aerials used on epacecratts. 

All electrodes with respect to de voltage were isolated ~rom 
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the station body. 

At each given moment one of electrodes was used to which 

the smoothly variable pulsing high-frequency voltage and the de 

voltage ~th the stepwise control were applied. 

Pirst of all it was necessary to register the fact of the 

rise of the discharge. For this purpose the meter of the high

frequency discharge current was used which detected an increase 

of the medium conductivity in the space between electrodes in 

case of the discharge. It was necessary to have the possibility 
I 

to c1lange t.he high-frequency power and the de voltage applied 

to electrodes in order. to understand their influence on the rise 

and the character of the resonance discharge. The HF-probe-re

ceiver with two small aerials (the loop and the symmetrical 

vibrator) mounted on a boom which could displace near electrodes 

was used to measure the distribution of the HF-field near elec-

trodes. 

2.2. The measurement of the charged particle local 

density. In the mentioned experiments the positive ion density 

was measured by means of ion traps (5] . As the ionosphere is 

electrically neutral and negative ions are practically absent 

at the altitude of the station "Salyut" flight, measurements of 

the ion density nt give us values of the electron density ne 
On the station "Salyut" three spherical ion traps were 

mounted. Two of them were fixed and were intented to measurements 

in undisturbed medium, the third trap was mounted on the move

able boom near receiving aerials (only two traps could simulta

neously operate). Results obtained by means of spherical traps 

are almost ind~pendent on the trap orientation with respect to 

the Sun and t he velocity vector of the incoming particle flux 

(until · the trap enters the spacecraft ion shadow). The inside 
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~lectrode of the trap, the collector, was · at a negative constant 

potential . The pot·ential of the outside electrode, the grid0 was 

controll ed by the experimentator. \'/hen the grid potential varied 

according to the saw-tooth law the volt-ampere characteristics 

of tne collector current allowed to determine the density nL . 
2.3. Some information about apparatus. Each of three elec

trode sys t ems in which the discharge -was observed could be connec

ted to the controlled attenuator (0-13 db) regulating the level 

of the HF-power from the pulse generator (the PFls~ power P=300 w. 

the carrier frequency is about 180 MHz , the pulse duration is 

3 ~sec) by means of the special high-frequency switch. The atte

nuator unit contained sensors of the incident and reflected power. 

All measured parameters were recorded on the.photographic 

film by mearis of a small loop oscillograph. The photographic 

films wer e p~ocesses on the Earth after returning of the space

craft . The cosmonaut also made records in the flight log-book. 

The study program of a cosmonaut in the exper i men t was 

drawn up as a part of the .fligh t log-book. All basic oper ations 

were enumerated and the space for fj.xing of results of measure

ments, observed ef f ects and r emarks was alloted. 

At first the description of the operational sequence was 

very detailed. However, i n the course of the cosmonaut training 

it become clear that t he detailed instruction for repeated ope

rations was not requi red. So the program was revised with the 

participation of V. I.·Patzaev. In the final variant only the 

purpose of' some group of oper ations _was indicated (for example, 

"recording") and at the end of t he program such standard opera

tions were decoded i n detai l. Tables for results of observations 

in the flight log-book were also simplified. 

Al l ins trmnent control and the i ndication of measured 
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parameters Were concentrated in one device the control unit . 

B7 means ot this unit the cosmonaut performed the experi~ent 

tollowin~ its couree. In Pi~.1 the ~eneral view of the control 

unit is &i'Yen. 

Ia the control unit, in particular, ·tbere were relay 

circuits ot the control of the HP-power attenuator drive, the 

.O'Yable booa drive, the control of electrode HP-switchee, the 

control ot 41tterent re~es of the recordine. The state or con

trolled assemblies was checxed b~ light 'indicators (red and green 

ligbt· diodes .. were used). 

All measured currents and volta~es were amplified by spe

cial amplifiers before eettin~ the loop oscillograph or a point

er-type instruments. These amplifiers were also in the control 

unit. In the same unit there was the measuring receiver with the 

unput stepwise atteauator. The probe current amplifiers allowed 

to m~asure currents over the ranee 1o-10-1o-5a separated into 

several subran~es. Values of all measured parameters could be ., 
'Yieually obser'Ye~ on three pointer-type instruments, which could 

be switched on into different circuits on desire of the experi

mentator. Ion trap probe characteristics could be observed on 

the screen of the electron-beam tube. The photograph ot the ion 

trap (the diameter is 10 em) is presented in Fig.2. 

The experimenter colud choose the optimal regime of the 

amplification in accordance with the form of the volt-ampere 

charaetsrist"ics visible on the screen. The inclination angle 

ot the ao'Yable boom was recorded by means of the pointer-type 

instrument connected to the potentiometric detector. 

In spite of a great number of instruments on the front 

panel (7 pointer-type instruments, the electron-beam tube, \ 

16 switches, 1 buttons, 19 cut-out, 6 regulators, ,, light in-
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d.icators, 2 t'ilm counters) the operation with this panel did 

not cauee serious di fficulties. In recordinge ·made by V.I. Pat-

r.aev onboard th~ station "Salyut" there are no remarks a bout 

difficul t ies in the instrument operation. 

). Meaeurement results 

A n~~ber of experiments was performed by the cosmonaut 

V.I.Pa~zaev by means of mentioned apparatus aboard the stat ion 

".3alyut" from 16 to 27 June, 1971~ Flight- log r ecording by 

V.I.Pat~aev and oscillogr aphic films recovered.to t he Earth 

allowed to reconetruet the cours e -of eA~eriments. V.I.Patzaev 

condt'ucted eight .sets of measur emen t s with t he durat i on from 

15 to 90 min. During men t ioned experiments the mechani cal s ys

tem of the loop oscillograph was eWi t e hed on 202 ~imes, every 

recording cover ed from one to several tens of measurement cycles. 

V.I.Patsaev corrected the measurement pro&ramme planned on the 

Earth depending on the real situation. Some experiments were 

made during his rest time and this is an evidence of his inte

rest in the conducted study. 

On the map (Fig.)) are shown projections of the station 

"Salyut" passes, on which the measurements were condected. lllea

suring intervals are marked by double thin lines , the sing ~ 

indicates the terminator, the arrows indic~te the direction of 

the fligh t. 

Al l measurements were made at the s t a t i on rotating around 

the Y axis directed to the Sun (perpendi cular to the longi t udi

nal , i .e., main station axis) with the angular ve l ocity about 

3 deg/sec. Hie;h-frequency electrodes and ion traps- were always 

shadowed from the direct solar rays by the station body there

fore there was no photoemission from electr odes of tr?-ps. 

One of fundamental results of experimen t s iR the first 
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detection of the resonance discharge on the eleetroqes mounted 

on the spacecraft surface during the station flight in the io

nosphere. In Fig.4 one oscillograms by V.I.Patsaev is reproduced 

in which.~he process the resonance diseharse rise was £ixed. The 

following parameters were recorded on the pscillogram: the dis

charge current (curVe 1), the de electrode voltage e~ual to 

+J.5 v (curve 2), values of the power of incident and reflected 

waves (curves J and 4 respectively) one second time marks 5. The 

decrease of levels on the oucilloeram corresponds to the increase 

of these val~es. As. the high-frequency volta~e increases (with 

the growth of incident and reflected powers) the discharge cur

rent arises and increases and its level exceeds the limi.t of the 

recording range. Values of incident and reflected powers were 

recorded in different scales ~d recordin~s were shifted each 

to uother by 2 mm in the horisolital direction. The repeating 

rise of the. high-frequency secondary ele.c+.ron resonance dis()l!arie 

is clearly seen in the oscilloeram of Fig.4. 

When the station rotates around the Y axis the orientation 

of different parts of its surface with respect to the velocity 

vector (the direction of the ineomin~ flux of the ionospheric 

plasma) continuously varies.and HF-eleetrodes can enter the gaso

dynamieal shadow of the station. The influence of this shadowing 

was revealed in the set ofbeilt7 measurements with the interval 

of 1 min. Every measurement consisted of three cycles ·of HF-power 

var1.ations • · the duration of one cycle was 2 sec. In intervais 

between measurements the minimum value of the power was used at 

which the discharge was absent. Measurements were performed ·on 

the day part of .the orbit. Values of the critical power and the 

discharge current·proved to be variable depending on variations 

ot the station position with respect to the vector of the incoming 
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,plasma flux. Temporal Yar~ations of maximum values of the dis

charge current (opeoed circles) and .yalues of 'the critical power 

(crosses) are given in Pia •. S. in relative scale. In the same 

graph the solid sinusoidal- lines periods are equal to the station 

rotation period. The influence of this rotation on the-discharge 

current is clearl7 reYealed. 

It should be noted that the resonance discharge was record

ed only in one of three electrode systems. 

PositiYe ion density measurements were made ,on different 

parts of the orbit. The ~xperimenter had to choose the optimal 

regi~e o~ measurements in accordance with the form of the volt

ampere chara~teristics visible on the screen of the electron

beam tube. 

The. analysis of recordin~ showed that probe amplifiers 

of. the control un1 t operated not quite well (V.I.-PatsaeY could 

not see ant _irregularities in the amplifiers operation, the7 

were reYealed only on recordings). YeYertheless, on some parts 

of the orbit v•a characteristics were obtained which coald be 

decoded. · Such _ recordin~ were made, tor instance, on June 16, 

1971 on the part of the orbit )000 km lona. Keasure.menta began 

near the terminator, shortly before the entering of_the station 

_into the shadow. The altitude of the flight was 250 km, the la

titude varied from 42° to 50°8. Obtained data are CiYen in 

Table I )distances with the sip 111inus correspond to the o:fobit 

part illuminated by .the Sun). 

Wot only the obtained data but also the fact of succeastul 

ionospheric· measurements b7 means .~f the instrtllllent controlled 

by thr cosmonaut is of interest. 

There are no remarks of difficulties of measurements in 

the flight _ loa-book. So the efficincy of the deYiceW&s tested 

r; 
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and it alloived to measure the ion concentrat ion under difficul t 

conditions which cal arise durinG the study of the resonance 

discharge. The ran~e of measured concentration values nt and 

potentiate of trap electrodes could be chnr.:;ed as required. 

Conclusion 

In present paper the experimental study of the high-fre

quency secondary electron reso~ance discharge in the ionosphere 

~s described, basic characteristics of the used apparatus and 

some obtained data are given. 

Main results are following: 

1. The hi gh- f r equency secondar y electro11 resonance dis

charge was detected on e l ectrodes near the s urface of the orbital 

station flying in the ionosphere. 

2. The high-frequency discharge current and the power at 

which the discharge arises depend on the station orienta tion 

with respect to the velocity vector and change when the s t a tion 

passes from the night part of the orbit to the day one. 

The sise of the present paper allowed to give only a part 

of the obteined data. So the influence of the constant poten

tial of electrodes on the discharge, the dependence of the dis

charge peculiarities on its duration, the influence of the dis

cha~ge on the electrode impedance are no t described. 
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FIGUH.~. CAPTIONS 

P.ig. 1. The general Yiew of the control unit. 

Fig. 2. '!'he spherical ion trap .(the diameter is 10 em) 

inntalled onboard the station "Salyut". 

Fig. 3. Projections of the station "Salyut" passee, on .which 

the study of the resonance discharge was conducted are marked by 

double thin lines, the si&n () indicates the terminator (the 

boundary between the ligh t and the shadow), the arrows indicate 

th e direction of the fli ght . 

Pig. 4• 'l'he oscillograms of the registration of the reso-

nance discharge rise made on June 25, 1971, 23.30 Moscow time. 

- the discharge current, 

2 - de voltage to the electrode, 

3 and 4 - the incident and reflected wave power respecti

vely, 

5 - one second time marks. 

Fig. 5. Maximum values of the discharge current (opened 

circles) and critical power values (crosses) measured once 

every 1 min on June, 26, 1971, 11.35 Moscow time. In vertical 

direction the scale. are relative. The solid sinusoidal lines 

period corresponds to the station rotation period. 



Distance from 

-500 

-25 

250 

500 

750 

1000 

1250 

1500 

1750 

2000 

2250 

2500 

terminator,km 

Table 1 

1,6 

1,8; 1,55 

1,55; 1,55 

1,45; 1,35; 1,35 

1,35; 1,35 

~.25;1,2;1,25;1,2 

1,25; 1,35 

0,85;1,00;0,85 

0,85 

O,E, 

0,85;0,75;0,85 

0,85; 0,85 
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